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“History is so subjective. The teller of it determines it.” – Lin-Manuel Miranda 
 

“But theater, because of its nature, both text, images, multimedia effects, has a wider base of 
communication with an audience. That’s why I call it the most social of the various art 
forms.” – Wole Soyinka  

 
I. COURSE DESCRIPTION 
 
Theatre has the unique capacity to reflect and reshape culture by illuminating the unseen in real-time shared 
space, and by doing so, it generates audience empathy and social commentary. In our nation’s capitol, there’s 
been a long history of theatre intersecting with politics: from Lincoln’s infamous assassination at the Ford’s 
Theatre to the military funding propagandistic plays and musicals promoting nationalism during World War 
II, it takes little time for the politics on the Hill to travel to performance spaces across Washington, D.C. 
Frequently speaking to current political climate, contemporary theatre in D.C. necessarily strikes a balance 
between political talking points, pop culture, and affective impact. Taking Alain Badiou’s position that theatre 
is a crucial form of the State as a starting point, we will be looking at new plays being developed by 
Washington-based theatre companies to helps us see theatre’s ability to offer history back to the State as a 
“will have been”: an in-progress past that enables a freer engagement with America’s citizenry than is typically 
afforded in Congressional policy, media representations, or committee meetings. As we encounter ideas from 
contemporary theatrical criticism, we will be visiting productions at Woolly Mammoth Theatre Company and 
Studio Theatre.  
 
II. GOALS OF CLASS  
 
In this seminar we will develop methodologies of reading, analyzing and understanding a play production. 
Through in-class discussions, play attendance, and the writing of a theatrical review, we will investigate 
techniques for how to read a play for its' structure, scrutinize the playwright's methods of creating theatre 
through plot, character and imagery, and understand what scripts "mean" to the professional reader and 
theatre-goer as distinct from other forms of literature.  
 
III. IN-CLASS METHODS 
 
Socratic Seminar, Lecture, discussion, group reading. Seminar guidelines for participation: In a seminar, 
participants share with the leader the responsibility for the quality of the seminar. Effective seminars occur 
when participants study the text closely in advance, listen actively, share their ideas and questions in response 
to the ideas and questions of others, and search for evidence in the text to support their ideas. 
 
The Participants:  

• Should participate in the discussion having read the selection for class 
• Should support their opinions with evidence from the text  
• May speak at any time during the seminar with respect for the other participants  
• May refer to other works to enrich the conversation  
• May write notes to themselves during the discussion  
• May ask relevant questions of other participants 


